Yawarr’s new home

Dennis Nona’s massive linocut print that featured in his solo exhibition Zugulal in November
2007 at our gallery has been a highlight in the gallery and the IXL Atrium until very recently.
It’s now the pride of place at 188 Collins Street here in Hobart and creating quite a wow factor.
Thanks to all who helped move it in and out of the gallery each day!
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Telstra Art Awards entrants

We have 3 artists for whom we have
submitted some very interesting paintings
for this years NATSIAA in Darwin in August.
Ros Langford, Mick Quilliam and Pansy
Napangardi are all waiting anxiously to
know if they have made the final 100 or so
entries. We wish them well.

Ronnie Tjampitjinpa ILB

The November/December issue of the
Indigenous Law Bulletin featured a number
of strong paintings from Pintupi artist Ronnie
Tjampitjinpa. Not only did he make it to the
Top 50 Most Collectible Artists list again this
year he also got top coverage in this very
important document from the Law Faculty
of the University of NSW.

Happy 7th Birthday Art Mob

Remember the Balgo Hills 2002 exhibition
that we launched with? Times pass and the
gallery has grown thanks to all of you out
there. Call in for some bubbles at the end
of a day to help us celebrate.

Mick Quilliam’s exhibition

Again, it was another very successful solo
exhibition for our local Tasmanian. There
are just a few works left from a bunch that
have now been sent to their new owners
in far flung places. Mick’s off to raft the
Fitzroy River in the Kimberley so we are
sure that will provide some interesting
inspiration for next year’s show.

W www.artmob.com.au

April '09
New talent

On the prompting of the art centre coordinator of Ikuntji Artists at Haasts Bluff we gave Walter
Tjungurrayi Jugadai his very first sale! This special piece depicting a sacred place of his
grandfather at Yarapilangu is available from us for $2400 (183 x 91cm).

New Emily
Pwerle’s

Emily Pwerle started
painting in 2004 and is a
rising star in the Aboriginal
art world. The complexity
of her patterns that
symbolise women’s body
painting designs have
strong appeal and they
just don’t last long in the
gallery. We have some
gorgeous new works in
stock that you can view
onsite or online on our
website.

New Works

A sampling of recent stock additions

AM 6290/09 Alice Nampitjinpa Kungka Lore 2009 Acrylic on linen 1370 x 760mm $7200
This is a popular dreamtime story of seven ladies being chased through the desert by one man. There are numerous scenarios as these ladies travel around.
Eventually they rise up into the sky and form the Peliades, a group of seven stars seen in the southern skies. There are many variations of this story.

AM 6319/09
Rosie Karadada Wandjina A/P 1/3 2003
Etching on paper, framed 440x300mm image,
680x560mm frame $600

AM 6317/09
Janet Nakamarra Long Underground Water - Ngapa 2009
Acrylic on linen 1300 x 980mm $7750
Skin group: Jakamarra/Napurrurla
Jupurrurla/Nakamarra
Place: Warntaparri / Pirliwarnawarna

AM 6288/09
Joseph Tjangala Zimran
Waru Tjukurrpa (Bushfire Dreaming) 2009
Acrylic on linen 1220 x 910mm $2700
In this work Joseph depicts the regular bush and grass fires
that travel across the landscape. The burnt out
tracks of the fire are represented by the black scars cutting
through the blue lines.

